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Functional neuroimaging studies demonstrate age-related differences in recruitment of a large-scale attentional
network during interference resolution, especially within dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC). These alterations in functional responses have been frequently observed despite equiva-
lent task performance, suggesting age-related reallocation of neural resources, although direct evidence for a
facilitating effect in aging is sparse. We used the multi-source interference task and multivariate partial-least-
squares to investigate age-related differences in the neuronal signature of conflict resolution, and their behavioral
implications in younger and older adults. There were interference-related increases in activity, involving fronto-
parietal and basal ganglia networks that generalized across age. In addition an age-by-task interaction was
observed within a distributed network, including DLPFC and ACC, with greater activity during interference in
the old. Next, we combined brain–behavior and functional connectivity analyses to investigatewhether compen-
satory brain changes were present in older adults, using DLPFC and ACC as regions of interest (i.e. seed regions).
This analysis revealed two networks differentially related to performance across age groups. A structural analysis
revealed age-related gray-matter losses in regions facilitating performance in the young, suggesting that func-
tional reorganization may partly reflect structural alterations in aging. Collectively, these findings suggest that
age-related structural changes contribute to reductions in the efficient recruitment of a youth-like interference
network, which cascades into instantiation of a different network facilitating conflict resolution in elderly people.

© 2013 Published by Elsevier Inc.
Introduction

Humans have access to information that originates from available
external stimuli or can be retrieved from stored experiences. However,
prepotent but task-irrelevant information may interfere with relevant
information and impair performance. The ability to ignore irrelevant in-
formation has been investigated in several paradigms, with participants
responding to stimuli in the presence or absence of distracting items
(Bush et al., 2003; Eriksen and Eriksen, 1974; Simon and Berbaum,
1990; Stroop, 1935). Each paradigm relies on different methods for in-
ducing cognitive conflict (for review, see Nee et al., 2007). For instance,
the Stroop effect represents cognitive interference produced by color
incongruence between a word depicting a color with the color of the
ink (i.e. stimulus conflict), whereas the Simon effect denotes cognitive
interference through spatial incongruence between the target and re-
sponse (i.e. response conflict). The type of conflict resolution targeted
Research Center, Gävlegatan 16,

vier Inc.
in this research declines with age. Elderly persons have fewer re-
sources available during a task conflict to inhibit irrelevant informa-
tion (Gazzaley et al., 2008; Madden et al., 2004). Imaging studies
have linked age-related deficits in conflict resolution to alterations
in the anterior control network that involves DLPFC (Langenecker
et al., 2004; Thomsen et al., 2004) and dorsal ACC (Milham et al.,
2002), as well as the posterior attention network, including superior
parietal cortex (Schulte et al., 2009). For example, Langenecker and
colleagues reported similar brain activation patterns for younger
and older adults during a Stroop task, along with age-related over-
recruitment in frontal regions. The authors suggested that greater
frontal activity among elderly people promotes successful inhibition.
By contrast, Milham et al. found that older adults exhibited reduced
DLPFC activity and greater ACC activity compared to younger adults
during interference. Reduced DLPFC activity may reflect age-related
impairment in attentional control, whereas increased ACC activity may
indicate heightened potential for error.

Complex cognitive processes, such as interference resolution, may
not be localized to discrete brain regions such as ACC and DLPFC, but
rather be mediated by interactions among a set of functionally related
areas (McIntosh, 1999). Functional connectivity (Friston et al., 1993;
McIntosh, 1999) is an approach to directly assess interactions among
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network nodes for a specific cognitive process and their alterations in
aging, which in turn might affect behavior (e.g. Clapp et al., 2011;
Grady et al., 2010; Nagel et al., 2011). For example, Clapp and colleagues
reported age-related working memory deficits for scenes during a
delayed matching-to-sample task along with disruption of functional
connectivity between PFC and the parahippocampal place area. Despite
increasing interest in understanding covarying activity within a net-
work for determining the neural underpinnings of cognitive functions
(Bressler and Menon, 2010; McIntosh, 1999), direct evidence regarding
age-related differences in connectivity of critical nodes for conflict reso-
lution (i.e., ACC, DLPFC) and concomitant behavioral implications is
lacking. To date, few studies have reported how brain responses during
interference are modulated by performance (Zysset et al., 2007), and
no study has examined whole-brain patterns of activity in relation to
performance (for review, see Grady, 2012). Similarly, past research on
this topic has examined regional effects of age on conflict resolution
and not reported data at the network level. Thus, although past research
suggests age-related differences in functional activation of critical nodes
for conflict resolution, they do not provide direct evidence as towhether
unique brain networks promote interference resolution across different
age groups.

In the context of possible functional alterations in aging, an impor-
tant question is how age-related functional alterations relate to other
factors that are also affected by aging and influence brain function,
such as brain structure. There is robust evidence for age-related decline
in brain volumes, particularly in the frontal lobes (Good et al., 2001;
Raz et al., 2005). Age-related differences in gray-matter (GM) volume
may locally account for regional alterations in functional responses
(e.g. Kalpouzos et al., 2011; Salami et al., 2012). However, an examina-
tion of the full set of brain regions also reflecting potential distal associ-
ations is lacking (e.g. Calhoun et al., 2006; Stevens et al., 2009).

To assess age differences in conflict resolution and associated
brain systems, multivariate spatial–temporal partial-least-squares
(PLS; McIntosh et al., 1996, 2004) was applied to data from younger
and older adults. Participants were scanned with functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) while they performed the Multi-Source
Interference Task (MSIT; Bush and Shin, 2006; Bush et al., 2003),
which involves control and interference trials and the critical contrast
concerns differences in accuracy and/or response latency between the
two conditions. This task combines multiple dimensions of cognitive
interference. Specifically, the MSIT contains elements of flanker inter-
ference (i.e. distracting items flanking the target; Eriksen and Eriksen,
1974) and Simon interference (i.e. incongruity between the position
of the target and the position of the response; Simon and Berbaum,
1990). The MSIT engages the cingulo-fronto-parietal attentional net-
work (Bush and Shin, 2006; Bush et al., 2003). To identify whole-brain
activity during the two MSIT conditions for each age group, we initially
applied task PLS analysis. As opposed to traditional analysis which
largely rests on cognitive subtraction, PLS is able to use all conditions
in an experiment at once, and thus provides an additional dimension
to data by simultaneously considering indices of both similarities and
differences across all grouping/experimental variables. If young and
older adults engage many similar brain regions differentiating the two
task conditions, task PLS analysis reveals an age-common network.
Alternatively and/or in addition, if some brain regions exhibit age-
differential activation between conditions, PLS analysis reveals group-
specific networks. Another way in which interference resolution might
be compromised in aging is that regions supporting interference resolu-
tion may remain relatively similar, although the functional connectivity
within the network is altered. On this view, less proficient interference
resolution in elderly people may be related to less efficient recruitment
of the network promoting interference resolution in the young. Specifi-
cally, interference resolution might be compromised in older adults
due to less efficient interaction within the anterior control network or
the posterior attention network. Using seed PLS, we first examined
whether functional connectivity among those network nodes reflecting
the most reliable group differences varied between age groups and was
modulated by performance. If younger and older adults alike engage
the same network to support performance, the seed PLS should reveal
a common circuitry with possible quantitative differences across age. Al-
ternatively, if younger and older persons recruit distinct networks
to support performance, the seed PLS should reveal networks
differentially correlated with performance across age. This analysis
allows us to verify whether the functional network supporting
interference resolution in old age is similar to that recruited by
the young, or constitutes a different network that may not facilitate
interference resolution in younger adults. Finally, relationships be-
tween brain activity and GM volume were explored to investigate
whether age-related differences in structural integrity are associated
with age-related alterations in functional networks during interference
resolution.

Methods

Participants

29 young (20–31 years of age, 16 females) and 29 old (65–74 years
of age, 16 females) participants from Stockholm, Sweden partici-
pated. There were no significant age differences in years of education
(Young: 14.7 ± 2.1; Old: 14.3 ± 3.7) or on a test of mental status
(Mini Mental Status Examination, Folstein et al., 1975) (Young:
29.2 ± 0.7; Old: 28.9 ± 0.8). From the initial sample of 58 participants,
four (three old, one young)were excluded due to low task performance
(below chance level). Two older subjects were excluded due to not
performing the task at all. Finally, one young subject was excluded due
to technical error. All remaining participants (27 young and 24 old)
were right-handed, native Swedish-speakers, had normal or corrected
to normal vision, and had no history of neurological illness. In addition,
participants neither reported norwere diagnosedwith cognitive impair-
ment (e.g. dementia, mild cognitive impairment). The ethics committee
at the Karolinska Institute approved the protocol; informed consent was
obtained from all participants.

fMRI activation task

TheMSIT (Bush et al., 2003) consists of a total of 16 blocks of control
and interference trials, alternating during the scanning session. Within
each control and interference block (8 each), 12 stimuli were presented
for 2 s each. Participants were given a button-press and instructed that
the keypad buttons represented one, two, and three from left to right
(Fig. 1A). They were informed that sets of three numbers (1 and/or 2
and/or 3) and/or the distracter number (0) would appear in the center
of the screen and that one number would always be different from
the other two numbers. During the control task, distracters were
always the number zero, and the target number (1 or 2 or 3) was
always placed congruently with its position on the button press
(e.g. the number 3 always appeared at the rightmost position). In
contrast, during the interference task, distracters were other num-
bers (1 or 2 or 3), and the target never matched its spatial position.
Participants were asked to report the identity of the number that
was different from the other two numbers, regardless of its position.
They were also instructed to respond as accurately and quickly as
possible (Fig. 1A).

Image acquisition

fMRI data were collected on a 3 T SiemensMagnetom TrioTim scan-
ner at Huddinge Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden, with a 32-channel head
coil. Scanner parameters for the gradient-echo EPI sequence were as
follows: TR = 2.5 s, 39 slices (3.0 mm thick), voxel size 3 × 3 × 3 mm,
FOV = 230 mm, flip angle = 90°, TE = 40 ms. Four dummy scans
were collected to allow for equilibration of the fMRI signal. Stimuli
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Fig. 1. The Multisource Interference Task (Bush et al., 2003) and behavioral results across the two age groups. (A) Participants are instructed to identify a digit that is different from two
other digits, as fast and accurately as possible. Upon determining the unique target number, participants pressed the button corresponding to the correct response (the spatial location
of the correct number) on a keypad with three buttons. (B) Reaction time during interference and control conditions across age groups. (C) Accuracy during interference and control
conditions across age groups.
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were presented on a computer screen that was seen by participants
through a tilted mirror attached to the head coil. E-prime (Psychology
Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, USA; www.pstnet.com/eprime) was
used for presentation of stimuli and responses were made on custom-
built MR-compatible response pads (MAG Design & Engineering,
Sunnyvale, California). Structural high-resolution T1-weighted images
(200 slices, 1 mm thickness, FOV = 256 mm, voxel size = 1 × 1 ×
1 mm3) were collected following the functional images.

Data analysis

Structural and functional data were preprocessed using statistical
parametric mapping software (SPM8; Wellcome Department of Imag-
ing Science, Functional Imaging Laboratory). All functional images
were first corrected for differences in slice acquisition times within
each volume using the middle slice as reference. The corrected images
were then rigidly aligned to the first volume to correct for head move-
ments. A within-subject rigid registration was carried out to align
functional and structural images together, providing high resolution
T1-weighted images for spatial normalization. T1-weighted images
were segmented into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF) using a new segmentation algorithm in SPM8.
Then, a group-specific templatewas createdusingdiffeomorphic anatom-
ical registration using exponentiated lie algebra (DARTEL; Ashburner,
2007). A detailed description for creating the template is provided else-
where (Salami et al., 2012). Finally, the realigned fMRI images and the
segmented GM/WM/CSF images were non-linearly normalized to the
sample-specific group template, affine-aligned into MNI template, and
smoothed using an 8.0-mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian filter.
Thus, both fMRI and GM/WM/CSF images were in the same space and
had the same voxel size (1 × 1 × 1 mm).

The preprocessed fMRI image data were analyzed with spatiotempo-
ral Partial-Least-Squares (PLS; McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004; McIntosh
et al., 2004) to assess commonalities and differences in activation pattern
across age groups and experimental conditions. PLS determines time-
varying distributed patterns of brain activity as a function of experimen-
tal variables, behavioral measures, and/or voxel activity from region of
interests (ROIs). An identified pattern reflects activation changes across
all regions of the brain simultaneously rather than tessellations of
regions, thus ruling out the need for multiple comparison corrections.
Moreover, PLS does not make any assumptions about how conditions
collate to form a pattern, but rather pulls out contrasts that account for
the most variance in the data. A detailed description of spatiotemporal
PLS analysis for fMRI data has been given in previous reports (Salami
et al., 2010, 2012). In brief, onset of each block of images (interference
and control) was convolved with the SPM HRF function and averaged
across blocks for each condition within each age group. A cross-block
covariance matrix between changes in brain activity and experimental
conditions (young-interference, young-control, old-interference, old-
control) was then subjected to a mean-centering procedure, following
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), to identify a set of orthogonal la-
tent variables (LVs), which represent linear combinations of the original
variables. Each LV delineates cohesive patterns of brain activity related to
experimental conditions and consists of Eigenvalues and two sets of sa-
liences. Eigenvalues indicate the amount of cross-block covariance
accounted for by each LV. The first set of saliencies (design saliences)
represents a contrast across task conditions, and the second set of sa-
liences (voxel saliencies) expresses how each voxel's pattern of signal
changes reflects the task contrast. In addition, brain scores and design
scoreswere calculated for each subject and LV across conditions. The for-
mer score reflects how much each subject contributes to the pattern
expressed in each LV, and is obtained as a result of the dot product of
each subject's image volume and the voxel saliencies of each LV. The lat-
ter score indicates how much each condition is related to the weighted
voxels of each LV, and is calculated as the dot product of a subject's
image volume and thedesign saliencies of each LV. For the seed PLS anal-
ysis, this procedure remained the same, except that the initial cross-
correlationmatrix was computed as the correlation between the activity
of the seed region and activity in all other brain voxels across participants
within each condition (see Krishnan et al., 2011). Accordingly, the first
set of saliencies (seed saliencies) represents the pattern of covariance
of the seed voxel and the rest of the brain across experimental conditions
within each group. The variation across seed saliences indicates whether
a given LV represents a similarity or difference in the brain-seed correla-
tion across tasks/groups.

The statistical significance of each LV was assessed using permuta-
tion tests which involved reordering the rows of the data matrix and
recalculating the LVs of the reordered matrix utilizing the same SVD
approach. The number of times a singular value exceeds the original
singular value yields the probability of significance of original LVs
(McIntosh et al., 1996). In the present study, 500 permutations were
performed. In addition, stability of voxel saliencies contributing to each
LV was determined using bootstrap estimation of standard errors (SEs),
using 100 bootstrap samples (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). The Bootstrap
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Ratio (BR), the ratio between voxel saliences and the estimated SEs,
was computed and voxels with BR N 4 (approximately a Z-score of 4,
corresponding to p b 0.0001; Efron and Tibshirani, 1986, two-tailed)
were considered as reliable. All reliable clusters comprised at least
10 contiguous voxels, located at least 10 mm apart from each
other. In addition, the upper and lower percentiles of the bootstrap
distribution were used to generate 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
around the brain and correlation scores to facilitate interpretation.
For example, a significant difference between brain/correlation scores
in different conditions is indicated by non-overlapping CIs. Similarly,
brain/correlation scores were deemed unreliable when CIs overlapped
with zero.

Two types of PLS analyses were carried out. First, task PLS was the
primary analysis to investigate group differences in brain networks as-
sociatedwith the experimental variables in theMSIT. From this analysis
aswell as on the basis of pastMSIT research (Bush et al., 2003), we iden-
tified seed ROIs to be used in a subsequent combined behavioral and
functional connectivity analysis to examine whether (a) the functional
relevance of regions reflecting reliable group differences depends on
their connectivity to other brain regions; and (b) those connectivity pat-
terns vary between age groups and are modulated by performance.
Thus, task PLS assesses how brain activities aremodulated across differ-
ent conditions/groups, whereas seed PLS assesses how functional cou-
plings between different brain regions are modulated across different
conditions/groups as well as their relations to performance.

To further investigate age-related differences in brain function
and structure, as well as their associations, a voxel-wise general linear
modelwas set up for each participant and imagingmodality, separately.
For the fMRI data, each condition (interference and control) was
modeled as a box-car function convolved with the hemodynamic re-
sponse function. Subject-specific contrasts were taken into a second
level random-effect model using two-sample t-tests to compare inter-
ference networks between the young and older groups. For the sMRI
data, two-sample t-tests were carried out with smoothed modulated
normalized GM volumes as the dependent variable between the age
groups. To adjust for inter-gender variation in brain volume, a subject-
specific total intracranial volume was computed by summing the GM,
WM, and CSF segments, which was used as a covariate of no interest.
For both analyses, local maxima with p b 0.05 (FWE corrected), with
an extended threshold of 20 contiguous voxels (K N 20) were consid-
ered to be significant.

In a final set of analysis, functional and structural data from two age
groups were investigated using an extension of independent compo-
nent analysis (ICA) for multimodal neuroimaging data termed ‘joint
ICA’ (jICA; Calhoun et al., 2006). This multivariate technique decom-
poses multiple subject-specific features (e.g. SPM contrast, GM volume)
from different imaging modalities into a joint set of maximally spatially
independent components. Additionally, jICA produces a set of coeffi-
cients, termed mixing coefficients, which represents how strong each
subject contributes to the relationship expressed in each joint compo-
nent. Thesemixing coefficients provide a straightforwardmean to iden-
tify whether a depicted relationship in a component differs between
age groups using two sample t-tests. However, such a measure does
not simply capture age-related differences in either data type. There-
fore, interpretation of results is facilitated by coefficient testing and by
examining simple age-related differences in the original dataset. Here,
a statistical parametric mapping contrast image reflecting interference
vs. control and a smooth-normalized GM image for each subject (across
the two age groups) served as input for jICA. As such, 18 independent
components were estimated from the fused data (using minimum de-
scription length criteria; Calhoun et al., 2001); however, only one compo-
nent depicted a significant difference (for loading parameters) between
the two age groups (p b 0.001) and also reflected age-related changes
for both functional and structural features. Regional effects contributing
to each feature of the significant component were converted to Z-scores
and considered reliable at Z N 3.
Results

Behavioral findings

2 (Age) × 2 (Condition) ANOVAs were conducted on the data for
accuracy and latency for correct trials. Where appropriate, t-tests with
Bonferroni correction were carried out. For accuracy (Fig. 1C), there
was a main effect of condition (F (3, 98) = 24.98, p b 0.0001), a mar-
ginally significant effect of age (F (3, 98) = 3.36, p = 0.068), and a
significant age × condition interaction (F (3, 98) = 4.40, p b 0.05).
Accuracy was lower during interference than during control in older
adults (p b 0.0001), but only marginally significant in the young
(p = 0.09). Moreover, older adults were less accurate than the young
during interference (p b 0.05), but not during control (p = 0.95). For
RTs (Fig. 1B), there were significant main effects of condition (F (3,
98) = 220.84, p b 0.0001) and age (F (3, 98) = 54.95, p b 0.0001),
but no significant interaction (F b 1). RTs were longer in the interfer-
ence than in the control condition in both age groups (p b 0.0001),
and longer in the older group than the younger group for both condi-
tions (p b 0.0001).

fMRI findings

Task PLS
Two significant LVs were identified in the task PLS analysis. LV1

(p b 0.0001, Fig. 2A) accounted for 80% of the cross-block covariance
and identified brain regions differentiating the interference from the
control condition. This pattern was similarly expressed in younger and
older adults (Fig. 2B). Regions showing greater activity during interfer-
ence (Fig. 2A, red color) were dominated by a fronto-parietal network,
including superior and middle frontal gyrus, superior and inferior pari-
etal lobule, occipital gyrus, pre-SMA, fusiform gyrus, anterior and mid-
dle cingulate cortex, putamen, and caudate, bilaterally. Brain regions
showing relatively more activity during the control condition (Fig. 2A,
blue color) included bilateral medial frontal gyrus, bilateral middle
temporal gyrus, bilateral angular gyrus, bilateral precuneus, left cuneus,
bilateral parahippocampus, left orbitofrontal cortex, and posterior cin-
gulate gyrus (Table 1).

LV2 (p b 0.005, Fig. 2E) accounted for 19.6% of the cross-block
covariance and also separated the interference and control conditions
across age groups (Fig. 2F). For one set of regions, activitywas increased
during interference compared to control for the older group. For the
younger group, the change in activity between the two conditions was
in the opposite direction. In addition, the within-condition scores dif-
fered between age groups during both control and interference. Those
regions (Fig. 2E, red color) exhibiting greater activity during inter-
ference for the older group included DLPFC, dACC, left inferior parietal
cortex, left calcarine, right lingual gyrus, right precuneus, SMA, and bi-
lateral middle temporal gyrus. The signal changes for selected regional
maxima in dACC and DLPFC are shown in Figs. 2G, H (reliable signal dif-
ferences during interference but not during control). In contrast, no re-
gion showed increased activity during interference compared to control
for the young group. Consistent with the LV2, a univariate second-order
random effect analysis revealed greater activation in the older com-
pared to the younger group during interference in the same regions
(including DLPFC and dACC), as revealed by the PLS analysis (Table 2).
This supplementary analysis further substantiates that the majority of
regions identified by LV2 exhibited greater interference-related activity
in older adults.

Seed PLS
The choice of seed regions for the functional connectivity analysis

was based on two criteria: (a) Located in PFC or ACC based on previous
evidence of a key role of these regions for interference resolution in the
MSIT (Bush and Shin, 2006; Bush et al., 2003); and (b) Reliablemodula-
tion of activity across tasks for one or both age groups. The task PLS
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Fig. 2. Singular images and brain scores for the two significant latent variables (LVs). (A, E) Singular images for LV1 and LV2,which reflect reliable regions (Bootstrap Ratio [BSR] N 4; range
is indicated by the color bar) contributing to the pattern identified in eachLV. For LV1, red color is associatedwith regions exhibiting greater activity during interference than during control
across both age groups, whereas blue color indicates brain regions reflecting greater activity during control than during interference across both age groups. For LV2, red color is associated
with regions reflecting greater activity during interference in the old group than in the young, whereas blue color indicates brain regions exhibiting greater activity during interference in
the young group than in the old. (B, F) Brain scores for LV1 and LV2, reflecting common and age-specific interference and control networks. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals.
Circles indicate left DLPFC and left dorsal ACC, linked to greater interference effects in older compared to younger adults. (C, D) Signal changes in two selective regions reliably contributing
to LV1 (i.e. greater interference compared to control in both age groups). (G, H) Signal changes in two seed regions strongly contributing to LV2 (i.e. greater interference in old compared
to young).
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analyses revealed that the elderly group over-recruited left DLPFC as
well as left dACC during the interference, but not the control, condition
(see Figs. 2G and H); these regions strongly contributed to the pattern
for LV2 (Table 2). Using seed PLS, we investigated within a single
analysis: (a) How the seed regions were functionally connected with
other brain regions and whether these patterns of connectivity were



Table 1
Regions from LV1 showing interference vs. control network equally expressed for both age
groups.

Regions X Y Z BSR

Positive direction
L-sup-frontal [−26−6 63] 14.50
L-sup-parietal [−20−69 45] 13.80
R-sup-frontal [27 −5 59] 13.02
L-inf-parietal [−36−42 45] 12.81
R-sup-parietal [27 −62 53] 12.50
L-fusiform [−39−75−17] 12.30
L-inf-occipital [−36−84−6] 12.25
R-inf-parietal [32 −53 50] 12.10
L-supp-motor [0 11 50] 11.91
R-fusiform [39 −54−18] 11.61
L-mid-occipital [−27−69 30] 11.58
R-inf-occipital [32 −86−9] 11.22
R-supp-motor [8−2 66] 10.32
L-mid-cingulum [−8 15 42] 10.01
R-mid-cingulum [6 18 39] 9.93
R-caudate [17 −6 18] 8.35
L-putamen [−23 0 9] 7.71
R-putamen [26 −2 6] 7.57
R-mid-frontal [36 50 27] 7.55
L-inf-frontal [−45 33 26] 7.31
L-mid-frontal [−41 39 33] 6.74
L-insula [−41 17−2] 6.72
L-ant-cingulate [−8 24 29] 5.78
L-mid_frontal [−33 50 18] 5.35
R-inf-frontal [48 38 26] 4.25
R-mid-frontal [48 3 53] 4.21

Negative direction
L-angular [−45−75 39] 11.78
L-mid/post-cingulum [−6 −42 38] 8.88
R-angular [50 −69 42] 8.60
L-medial-frontal [−5 45 50] 8.15
L-mid-temporal [−56−8 −14] 7.93
L-parahippocampus [−27−33−12] 7.40
R-mid-temporal [53 −6 −15] 7.06
R-parahippocampus [30 −33−14] 6.72
L_cuneus [−3 −96 20] 5.92
R-medial-frontal [6 57 36] 5.70
R-hippocampus [23 −9 −18] 5.48
R-cuneus [14 −89 41] 5.32
L-hippocampus [−21−11−14] 4.98

BSR: Bootstrap Ratio.
BSR N 4, p b 0.0001.
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modulated by task performance; and (b) Whether these functional
connectivity networks as well as their relations with performance
differed across age groups.
Table 2
Regions from LV2 reflecting group-specific interference networks and corresponding
regions from SPM reflecting the interference network.

Regions X Y Z BSR SPM (X Y Z) SPM T

Positive direction
L-calcarine [−15 −65 20] 7.29 [−15−64 19] 6.23
L-mid-frontal [−24 29 47] 7.11 [−24 28 46] 6.07
L-sup-frontal [−18 20 60] 5.46 [−28 19 60] 5.22
L-fusiform [−26 −45−9] 7.00 [−25−45 −9] 5.98
L-ant-cingulate [−7 15 32] 6.85 [−3 12 30] 5.47
L-mid-occipital [−38 −78 42] 6.29 [−27−78 42] 4.73
R-lingual [11 −80−12] 6.36 [10 −79 −12] 5.13
R-sup-frontal [21 26 47] 6.17 [21 25 46] 4.82
R-mid-temporal [54−62 14] 5.99 [54 −61 13] 4.94
R-mid-cingulum [9 −15 44] 5.35 [9−15 43] 4.97
R-paracentral [9−38 69] 5.10 [9−37 69] 5.09
R-precuneus [6−50 62] 5.09 [6−49 61] 4.74
Left-sup-parietal [−24 −80 47] 5.03 [−24−79 46] 5.82
Left-paracentral [−2 −21 62] 5.02 [−2 −21 61] 5.35
Left-sup-motor [−6 23 65] 5.01 [−6 22 64] 4.12

BSR: Bootstrap Ratio.
BSR N 4, p b 0.0001.
Left DLPFC (BA 9/8)
Using left DLPFC as seed (X Y Z = −24 29 47), the functional con-

nectivity analysis yielded two significant LVs. LV1 (p b 0.001) demon-
strated positive seed and performance correlations for accuracy in the
interference condition among the young. In contrast, a non-reliable
positive seed correlation and a negative performance correlation for ac-
curacy were observed during interference in the older adults (Fig. 3B).
No reliable correlation was observed for RT in either group. Moreover,
no reliable correlation was observed for RT and accuracy during the
control condition.Note that, although both younger and older adults en-
gaged the network (LV1; Fig. 3B; overlapping CIs across yellow bars),
the correlation with seed was reliable in the young, but not for the
older adults (i.e. yellowbar's CI in the older adults crosses zero). Critical-
ly, the correlation with accuracy was remarkably different across two
groups (Fig. 3B; non-overlapping CIs across blue bars). The network
(Fig. 3A; regions in red color) demonstrating positive seed and perfor-
mance correlations for accuracy in the young engaged primarily anteri-
or parts of the brain, including right middle frontal gyrus, ACC, bilateral
inferior frontal gyrus as well as caudate, pallidum, and right thalamus.
In addition, this network included a few posterior brain regions, en-
compassing left fusiform and left superior and middle occipital gyrus
(Table 3). LV2 (p b 0.05) demonstrated positive seed and behavioral
correlations for accuracy and a negative correlation for RT in the inter-
ference condition for the older group only. Both younger and older
adults engaged the network (LV2; Fig. 3D; overlapping CIs across yellow
bars), but the correlation with seed for the young was weak and non-
reliable (i.e. yellow bar's CI in the young crosses zero). Critically, corre-
lations with both accuracy and RT were remarkably different between
two groups (Fig. 3D; non-overlapping CIs across blue bars and across
green bars). This network (Fig. 3C; regions in red color) involved more
posterior parts of the brain, including right lingual gyrus and left parietal
gyrus extendeding into left angular gyrus. Moreover, this network
included left pre/post central gyrus, left SMA, left middle temporal
gyrus, left superior frontal gyrus and medial frontal gyrus bilaterally
(Table 3). Again, no reliable correlationswere observed for RT and accu-
racy during the control condition.
Left dACC (BA 32/24)
The functional connectivity analysis with left dACC as seed (X Y

Z = −7 15 32) also revealed two significant LVs. LV1 (p b 0.001)
exhibited positive seed and performance correlations for accuracy dur-
ing interference in the young group only. Both young and old engaged
the network (LV1; Fig. 4B; overlapping CIs across yellow bars), but the
correlation with seed in the older adults was weak and non-reliable.
Again, the correlation with accuracy was remarkably different across
two groups (Fig. 4B; non-overlapping CIs across blue bars). This net-
work (Fig. 4A; regions in red color) also involved more anterior parts
of the brain, including bilateral middle, superior, and inferior frontal
gyrus. Moreover, this network including right superior parietal cortex,
left precuneus, left pallidum, and right thalamus (Table 4). LV2
(p b 0.01) demonstrated positive seed and behavioral correlations for
accuracy and a negative performance correlation for RT during interfer-
ence in the older adults. This network did not reliably correlate with
seed or behavioralmeasures in theyoung, and correlationswith both ac-
curacy and RT were significantly different across age groups (Fig. 4D;
non-overlapping CIs across blue bars and across green bars). Regions
demonstrating reliable correlations (Fig. 4C; regions in red color) with
seed and positive-/-negative correlations with accuracy/RT included
bilateral superior frontal cortex, bilateral middle cingulum, left angular
gyrus, bilateral lingual gyrus, left middle temporal gyrus, left pre/post
central gyrus, left SMA, and left medial frontal gyrus (Table 4). Neither
network exhibited a reliable correlation with accuracy or RT during
the control condition.

Given the strikingly similar networks anchored by DLPFC and dACC,
we refer to both regions as seeds in the remaining text.
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Fig. 3. Singular images, behavioral and seed LVs for DLPFC (−24 29 47) extracted from LV2 in the task PLS analysis. (A, C) Singular images for LV1 and LV2, which exhibited reliable
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The observation of two distinct functional networks differentially
modulated by performance across young and older adults along with
less efficient interference resolution (i.e. lower accuracy and longer re-
action time) in older adults suggests that the network that promoted
interference resolution in the old was not as efficient as that recruited
by the young. Although these patterns may reflect general age differ-
ences, there might be individual differences within the older sample.
Specifically, elderly persons with better interference resolution (i.e. old-
high) may engage the same network as their younger counterparts. We
tested this possibility by identifying a high-performing older subgroup
based on a median-split analysis (n = 12). We then examined whether
this group showed a similar pattern of functional connectivity that pro-
moted interference resolution in young. Indeed, this analysis confirmed
that the old-high group engaged the same functional network as the
young (Fig. 5). By contrast, the remaining old adults with lower accuracy
during interference resolution (i.e. old-low) did not recruit this network
reliably (Fig. 5). Furthermore, this network was positively and negatively
correlated with accuracy during interference in the old-high and old-low
groups, respectively.

Structural MRI analysis

Structural analysis of GM volumes revealed marked age-related
reductions in several regions, including inferior, middle, and superior
frontal cortex, left ACC, middle cingulum, left superior/inferior parietal
cortex, left cuneus, and right thalamus (Table 5). Importantly, these
regions overlap greatly with the functional networks connected with
the seeds in the younger group (spatial correlation with LV1 (DLPFC):



Table 3
Regions of functional connectivity reflecting positive correlation with seed (DLPFC; −24
29 47) in young (LV1) and old (LV2).

Regions X Y Z BSR

LV1
L-sup-occipital [−15−83 42] 10.73
L-inf-frontal [−45 17 −6] 9.57
L-middle-occipital [−33−86 21] 8.90
R-mid-frontal [36 47 29] 7.77
L-supramarginal [−62−20 21] 7.63
L-mid-frontal [−39 21 38] 7.40
L-fusiform [−26−62 −14] 7.29
R-ant-cingulum [12 35 27] 6.95
L-sup-frontal [−14 30 −24] 6.95
R-inf-frontal [45 39 27] 6.95
R-caudate [12 3 18] 6.87
L-inf-frontal [−57 12 24] 6.82
L-mid-frontal [−38 41 20] 6.65
R-sup-frontal [11 41 54] 6.65
R-ant-cingulum [5 50 26] 6.48
L-ant-cingulum [−9 24 32] 6.05
L-inf-frontal [−50 30 −6] 5.97
L-inf-frontal [−39 44 6] 5.83
L-pallidum [−11 6 3] 5.79
R-inf-frontal [60 24 15] 5.75
R-ant-cingulum [2 45 12] 5.67
L-mid-frontal [−35 26 48] 5.39
L-ant-cingulum [−3 29 15] 5.11

LV2
L-angular [−45−75 39] 5.85
L-mid-occipital [−36−66 29] 5.80
L-sup-parietal [−33−65 57] 5.79
R-mid-occipital [36 −75 41] 5.76
L-sup-frontal [−15 26 44] 5.73
L-precuneus [2−48 9] 5.72
L-precuneus [−14−68 60] 5.71
L-sup-frontal [−18 20 62] 5.70
L-supramarginal [−51−32 30] 5.50
L-supp-motor [−2 −8 74] 4.70
R-lingual [14 −63 −8] 4.70
L-mid-temporal [−56−27 2] 4.47
L-calcarine [−18−72 14] 4.35
L-angular [−44−56 27] 4.34
L-mid-cingulum [−12−36 36] 4.23
R-medial-frontal [8 54 42] 4.01

BSR: Bootstrap Ratio.
BSR N 4, p b 0.0001.
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r = 0.68; p b 0.0001; spatial correlation with LV1 (dACC): r = 0.72;
p b 0.001), but not with the functional networks connected with the
seeds in the older group (spatial correlation with LV2 (DLPFC &
dACC): r = 0.07; p N 0.1). Additional analysis using a mask of the net-
work functionally connectedwith the seed in the elderly (LV2) revealed
that GM volumes in almost all of these regions were highly preserved
even using a more liberal threshold (p b 0.001; uncorrected). The only
region within the network, that exhibited age-related GM loss was left
middle cingulum (X Y Z = −5 15 41; p b 0.001).

Structure–function integration

Consequently, we examined whether age-related differences in
functional activation patterns could be distally accounted for by struc-
tural differences. The jICA identified one joint component depicting a
relationship between GM volume and functional activation that was
significantly different between the younger and older age groups
(Fig. 6; Young: mean mixing coefficient = 0.0029 ± 0.01; Old: mean
mixing coefficient = 0.0217 ± 0.021; t49 = 4.08, p b 0.0001). The ob-
servation of age-related differences in mixing coefficients suggests that
the relationships in the data types (i.e. relation between interference
network and GM volume) expressed in the component differ across
age and required further investigation. However, it is also important
to visualize which brain regions in each feature that showed the largest
age-related differences in order to facilitate interpretation. The spatial
extent of the fMRI feature (reflecting the interference network) revealed
increased functional activity in several areas, dominated by posterior
parts of the brain (Fig. 6, Table 6). Interestingly, these regions over-
lap strongly with the network linked to seed regions more so in the
older group (LV2 from the seed analyses, spatial correlation with LV2
(DLPFC): r = 0.55; p b 0.0001; spatial correlation with LV2 (dACC):
r = 0.57; p b 0.001). Accordingly, the GM feature of the significant
component depicted GM volume loss in several brain regions reflecting
age-related GM volume differences in the structural analysis (Fig. 6,
Table 6; spatial correlation with GM atrophy: r = 0.71; p b 0.0001).
Taken together, our ICA result identified an age-sensitive component in
which GM volume differences were associated with increases in func-
tional connectivity within the fronto-parietal circuitry.

Discussion

We explored age differences in the neural correlates of interference
resolution, an operation bywhich the brain attempts to limit processing
to task-relevant information while ignoring irrelevant information. We
characterized the behavioral implications of neural activity patterns
during the MSIT in young and older adults, and provide novel evidence
of functional reorganization of neural networks to support interference
resolution in aging.

Older adults were slower during both interference and control con-
ditions. Further, older adults were less accurate during interference, but
not during control, compared to their younger counterparts. This find-
ing suggests that the size of the interference effect was larger in older
subjects than in younger subjects. This finding is in contrast with
some studies, which failed to find a significant interaction between
age and stimulus congruence (Huang et al., 2012; Langenecker et al.,
2004; Schulte et al., 2009; Zysset et al., 2007). One possible interpreta-
tion of the increasedproneness to interference in aging found in the cur-
rent study, may be related to the nature of the MSIT task, which taxes
multiple sources of interferences. Whereas our behavioral findings are
consistent with the notion of increased proneness to interference in
aging (Prakash et al., 2009; See and Ryan, 1995;West, 1996), they con-
flictwith the suggestion that susceptibility to interference in older age is
merely driven by general slowing (Uttl and Graf, 1997; Verhaeghen and
De Meersman, 1998). Thus, the observation of reduced performance
in older adults during the interference condition, but not during the
control condition, suggests that stimulus–response conflict is affected
in aging.

LV1 from the primary task PLS analysis yielded similarities in activa-
tion patterns during interference across age groups. The fact that the
age-common network (LV1) accounted for a considerably larger por-
tion of the cross-block covariance than the age-specific network (LV2)
indicates that age similarities in activation patterns were predominant.
Consistentwith increased RT during interference across age, the pattern
in LV1 suggests that activity increased in both age groups when the
number's position was a source of conflicting identity information.
This interference network involved large portions of fronto-parietal cor-
tex, pre-SMA, ACC, and basal ganglia, areas that have been implicated in
interference resolution (Adleman et al., 2002; Banich et al., 2000; Bush
and Shin, 2006; Carter et al., 1995; Huang et al., 2012; Taylor et al.,
1997). Inferior and middle frontal gyrus has been associated with top–
down attention (Hopfinger et al., 2000), attention to targets (Corbetta
and Shulman, 2002), and response inhibition and selection (Aron
et al., 2004), and ACC has been implicated in several control processes,
including error detection, response selection, and inhibition (Bush
et al., 2000, 2002;Williams et al., 2004). Finally, pre-SMAhas been iden-
tified as a region critical to response inhibition (Garavan et al., 1999;
Humberstone et al., 1997). By contrast, the network engaged during
the control condition included regions highly resembling the default
mode network (DMN), which reflects intrinsic properties of the brain's
functional organization (Gusnard et al., 2001; Raichle et al., 2001).
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Fig. 4. Singular images, behavioral and seed LVs for dACC (−7 15 32) extracted from LV2 in task PLS analysis (for details, see Fig. 3).
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Activation of the DMN during tasks with minimal cognitive demands
has been reported previously (Van Dijk et al., 2010; Zysset et al., 2007).

Despite largely overlapping activation patterns across age groups,
age differences in brain activation during interference were also ob-
served. Consistent with a larger interference effect in the older group,
LV2 revealed a network with increased activation during interference
for the old only. This network involved DLPFC, ACC, precuneus, left infe-
rior parietal cortex, left calcarine, pre-SMA, and bilateral temporal
gyrus. Note that most of the regions showing greater activity in the
old are located in close proximity to regions yielding similar activity in
both age groups. The observation of age-related over-recruitment dur-
ing interference is consistent with past research (Gazzaley et al., 2005,
2008; Huang et al., 2012; Zysset et al., 2007). Age-related increases of
PFC activity have been associated with successful inhibition (Nielson
et al., 2002), and age-related increases in ACC activity have been attrib-
uted to heightened potential for error in old age (Milham et al., 2002),
consistent with our observation of less proficient interference resolu-
tion in the older adults. Although PFC and ACC exhibited age-related
functional increases during interference, they did not show any reliable
age differences during the control condition. However, LV2 also reflected
an interaction effect. Some of the regions that showed greater activity
during interference than control in older adults exhibited the opposite
pattern in the young. Interestingly, some of these regions (e.g. parietal
cortex, temporal cortex, and precuneus) fall into the known topology
of the DMN (Buckner et al., 2008; Raichle and Snyder, 2007). Thus, LV2
encompasses parts of the DMN that were suppressed in the young, but
upregulated in the old during interference. This observation is consistent
with previous reports demonstrating that older adults are less successful
in suppressing DMN activity when performing cognitively demanding
tasks (Persson et al., 2007; Prakash et al., 2012). Thus, our results suggest
that, although most parts of the DMN were deactivated during inter-
ference resolution in both age groups (i.e. control condition in LV1),
some parts were not properly deactivated during interference in older
adults (LV2).

Further, we employedmultivariate seed PLS to assess the functional
connectivity and cognitive relevance of the networks anchored by
DLPFC and dACC. Two distinct networks were differentially modulated
by performance across age groups. For the young, the seed regions
were functionally connected to more anterior parts of the brain, includ-
ing inferior and middle frontal gyrus, ACC, right thalamus, caudate,
and pallidum. The greater engagement of the network functionally
connected to the seeds was associated with higher accuracy in the



Table 4
Regions of functional connectivity reflecting positive correlationwith seed (LACC;−71532)
in young (LV1) and old (LV2).

Regions X Y Z BSR

LV1
L-mid-cingulum [−9 18 39] 19.28
L-ant-cingulum [−9 35 21] 12.93
L-middle-frontal [−27 41 21] 11.16
R-middle-frontal [29 32 33] 11.16
L-inf-frontal [−45 17−4] 10.77
L-sup-frontal [−23 −9 53] 10.33
R-inf-frontal [51 12 29] 9.58
R-ant-cingulum [6 36 23] 9.54
L-inf-frontal [−57 9 14] 9.28
R-mid-frontal [39 39 30] 8.73
L-inf-frontal [−33 32 5] 8.62
R-inf-frontal [53 39 8] 8.43
L-sup-frontal [−14 30−24] 8.12
L-mid-frontal [−38 42 17] 7.98
L-supramarginal [−60 −20 24] 7.71
R-caudate [9 5 14] 6.78
L-fusiform [−38 −35 −20] 6.36
L-sup-occipital [−23 −83 39] 6.27
L-fusiform [−45 −57 −15] 5.59
L-sup-occipital [−11 −78 44] 5.35
L-pallidum [−24 −9 3] 5.27
L-pallidum [−17 6 −2] 5.10
L-inf-frontal [−50 33−6] 5.07

LV2
L-sup-frontal [−12 27 42] 6.76
R-sup-frontal [14 42 33] 6.32
R-lingual [15 −63−8] 5.91
L-mid-temporal [−51 −27 2] 5.76
L-calcarine [−9 −95−6] 5.42
R-medial-frontal [11 35 41] 5.11
L-mid-temporal [−57 −30 0] 4.87
L-supp-motor [−6 −8 68] 4.73
L-angular [−38 −56 26] 4.48
L-sup-parietal [−30 −65 55] 4.47
L-precuneus [−12 −44 42] 4.41
R-mid-occipital [36 −75 40] 4.37
L-mid-occipital [−36 −66 29] 4.12
L-supramarginal [−51 −30 30] 4.07
L-precuneus [−12 −68 61] 4.05

BSR: Bootstrap Ratio.
BSR N 4, p b 0.0001.
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Fig. 5. Seed and behavioral LVs for dACC (−7 15 32) during interference as a function of
behavioral proficiency. Older adults were subdivided into two groups of high- and low-
performers (old-high vs. old-low) according to a median-split analysis based on accuracy
during interference resolution. Both young and old-high groups exhibited positive seed
and performance correlations for accuracy during interference, whereas the correlation
with seed in the old-low group was non-reliable. The correlation with accuracy was
remarkably different between the old-high/young group and the old-low group.

Table 5
Regions showing age-related GM loss.

Regions X Y Z T value Cluster size

L-inf-frontal [−45 17−6] 8.05 684
L-ant-cingulum [0 51 2] 8.38 5941
L-ant-cingulum [−2 39 27] 7.35 Subreg
L-mid-cingulum [−2 5 47] 6.93 Subreg
L-sup-temporal [−47 0 −2] 8.30 684
L-mid-frontal [−26 35 45] 8.02 383
L-mid-frontal [−26 26 52] 6.71 Subreg
L-mid-frontal [−41 24 32] 5.42 Subreg
L-mid-temporal [−26 35 45] 7.87 383
R-mid-temporal [56 −63 15] 7.18 707
L-inf-parietal [−45 −42 53] 7.02 158
L-sup-frontal [−14 30−24] 6.66 60
L-sup-frontal [−14 47−21] 6.49 50
R-thalamus [2−12 6] 6.33 78
L-postcentral [−41 −17 53] 6.27 86
L-mid-temporal [−57 −60 18] 5.92 108
L-sup-frontal [−14 48 43] 5.85 20
R-caudate [14 9 9] 5.48 30
L-inf-frontal [−50 33−8] 5.42 65
R-inf-frontal [42 32 16] 5.27 30
L-pallidum [−17 6 −3] 5.26 27

p b 0.05 (FWE corrected), K N 20.
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interference condition for the young. Older adults, however, did not
recruit this network reliably, and their accuracy was negatively cor-
related with the network. By contrast, a second network, which was
also functionally connected to the seeds, was expressed in older
adults only. This network involved posterior parts of the brain, in-
cluding bilateral parietal cortex, left middle temporal gyrus, right
lingual gyrus, as well as left superior frontal gyrus and pre-SMA.
Interestingly, greater engagement of this network was associated
with higher accuracy and faster RT during interference in older
adults. Note that for both networks, the correlation with accuracy
was significantly different for the two age groups. The observation
of two distinct functional networks differentially modulated by per-
formance in younger and older adults provides evidence in support
of functional reorganization in aging (Bennett et al., 2001; Reuter-
Lorenz and Lustig, 2005; Tisserand et al., 2005). One possibility is
that use of this circuitry compensated for the weakened state of the
primary neural network utilized by the young (Stern, 2002, 2009).
However, although it facilitated performance, recruitment of the al-
ternate network was still associated with less efficient performance
in the older adults (Zarahn et al., 2007). A unique pattern of neural
activity that facilitates performance in an age-specific manner supports
the view of brain compensation in aging (Grady, 2008, for review see
Grady, 2012). However, note that older persons who performed at a
high level during interference engaged the same network as the young,
whereas those older persons who had lower accuracy levels did not.
Thus, not only chronological age, but also performance level, needs to
be considered in accounting for the current differences in connectivity.
This pattern is consistent with previous observations from fMRI research
on the load-dependent modulation of the BOLD signal during spatial
(Nagel et al., 2009) and verbal (Nagel et al., 2011) working memory.
Specifically a “youth-like” pattern of brain activation or connectivity
seems to be associated with proficient performance in workingmemory
and interference resolution alike.

Conflict resolution has been associated with increased activation
of both an anterior executive control system and a posterior attention
system. The former includes prefrontal regions and has been associated
with conflict detection and resolution (Harrison et al., 2005;MacDonald
et al., 2000). The latter involves parietal regions and has been linked to
top–down attentional control, perceptual selection, and stimulus attri-
bute identification (Casey et al., 2000; Milham et al., 2002). On this
view, increased connectivity to the parietal network in older adults
may reflect greater engagement of top–down attentional processes,
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and increased dependence of such processes to resolve interference.
Previous studies have found age-related upregulation of parietal activa-
tion during a variety of cognitive tasks (Davis et al., 2008; Fera et al.,
2005; Heuninckx et al., 2008), including interference tasks (Huang
et al., 2012; Milham et al., 2002; Zysset et al., 2007). In particular, a
recent study by Huang et al. (2012) reported age-related functional
increases in left or right parietal cortex, depending on the nature of
the conflict task. Interestingly, an elevated level of parietal activation
was negatively correlated with latency, suggesting a possible compen-
satorymechanism. Consistently, we also observed age-related increases
in functional connectivity to the parietal cortex, which promoted in-
terference resolution in older adults. In the current study, greater
Table 6
MNI coordinates for fMRI andGMMRI features of the jICA component reflecting significant
differences between age groups.

Regions X Y Z Z value Cluster size

fMRI feature
L-sup-parietal [−33−65 57] 11.09 1834
L-precuneus [−14−69 61] 4.06 Subreg
L-angular [−45−61 46] 3.70 Subreg
R-mid-occipital [36 −75 41] 5.66 268
L-mid-frontal [−48 24 39] 5.50 1416
L-mid-occipital [−36−66 29] 4.22 49
L-mid-occipital [−42−74 24] 3.58 Subreg
R-lingual [14 −63 −8] 3.57 20
L-supp-motor [0−5 74] 3.05 11

sMRI feature
L-mid-temporal [−41−60 24] 12.76 1116
L-mid-temporal [−56−58 18] 12.03 Subreg
R-mid-temporal [40 −60 24] 11.33 2363
R-mid-temporal [47 −62 −3] 9.71 3063
L-ant-cingulum [−9 47 5] 8.80 1737
L-ant-cingulum [0 36 12] 6.09 Subreg
L-ant-cingulum [−2 27 22] 5.82 Subreg
L-mid-cingulum [−8 17 39] 3.32 Subreg
R-inf-frontal [42 33 17] 7.79 287
L-mid/inf-frontal [−41 24 35] 6.17 621
L-mid-frontal [−33 33 30] 4.06 Subreg
L-inf-parietal [−51−45 41] 4.99 87
L-mid/sup-temporal [−53−2 −10] 4.35 117
L-caudate [−11 18 0] 3.69 12
L-sup-frontal [−14 26 −23] 3.69 50
R-Caudate [9 6 9] 3.00 10

Subreg: Subregion.
z N 3, K N 10.
engagement of this network was not only negatively correlated with
RT, but also positively correlated with accuracy. In contrast, Huang
and colleagues did not find age differences in accuracy, whereas older
adults in our study were less accurate during interference supporting
previously reported age-related deficits in inhibitory function (Hasher
and Zacks, 1988; See and Ryan, 1995). Such differences in results
could stem from the use of different paradigms (taxing task-specific
interference vs. general interference) and methodology (regional acti-
vation level vs. network coupling level) adopted in the two studies. To
the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to demonstrate age-
related neural differences during interference resolution at the network
level.

Our observation of two distinct neural networks facilitating perfor-
mance in young and older adults, respectively, may suggest age differ-
ences in strategy use when resolving conflict. Studies using transcranial
magnetic simulation reveal that a specific cognitive process can be
implemented in the brain in multiple ways (Lee et al., 2003; for review
see Pascual-Leone et al., 2005). Toward this end, our results suggest
that different brain implementations of conflict resolution are differen-
tially vulnerable to aging. Younger adults efficiently resolve conflict
by engaging a frontal executive network; this network may be vulnera-
ble to aging due to frontal atrophy. The posterior attention network
may be more resilient to aging than the frontal executive network
(Kalpouzos et al., 2009), and thus, proficient interference resolution is
accomplished using this network in older adults. As discussed below,
the current analysis of structural brain data is in agreement with these
propositions.

Consistent with other structural imaging studies in aging (Good
et al., 2001; Nyberg et al., 2010; Raz et al., 2005), we found age-
related volume differences in several regions, particularly in anterior
parts of the brain. Interestingly, these regions overlapped greatly with
the functional networks connected with the seeds in the young. Most
earlier studies reporting age-related neural reorganization in various
cognitive domains did not provide evidence regarding the role of the
morphological substrate possibly underling functional reorganization.
Still, some studies suggest that age-related differences in regional GM
volumemay locally account for age-related regional alterations in func-
tional responses (e.g. Kalpouzos et al., 2011; Salami et al., 2012; Voss
et al., 2008). However, an examination of the full set of brain regions
connecting the two imagingmodalities (e.g. distal effect) and reflecting
joint information has been lacking. In the current study, jICA revealed a
joint component that represented the relationship between GMvolume
and functional responses during the MSIT. Critically, this component
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identified group differences in GM for left inferior, middle, and superior
frontal cortex, left ACC, middle cingulum, left inferior parietal cortex,
and right caudate associatedwith increased connectivity in left superior
parietal cortex, left precuneus, bilateral occipital cortex as well as left
middle frontal cortex.Whereas the structural feature of this component
overlapped with the pattern of age-related GM differences, the func-
tional feature comprised the network that exhibited greater connectiv-
ity (to seeds) in the old than in the young. This pattern indicates that
age-related GM volume loss was associated with increased functional
activation in the posterior attention network, which exhibited reliable
functional connectivity to seeds (i.e. LV2) and facilitated performance
in the older group. One important question regarding the joint ICA is
whether the fMRI feature of a component reflects ameasure of function-
al connectivity, given that the ICAwas applied to the GLM contrast map.
A recent study by Calhoun and Allen (2013) showed that the use of the
feature-based ICA approach on highly distilled features (such as a GLM
contrast map) yielded decompositions strikingly similar to those of
the first-level ICA, which supposedly reflects functional connectivity.
Thus, the fMRI feature of the jICA should reflect an indirect, but still
reliable measure of functional connectivity.

Our results must be considered in light of some limitations. First, the
MSIT is a general task that taxes not only cognitive interference, but also
other cognitive processes such as decision-making, novelty detection,
and error detection. That said, flanker interference (stimulus conflict)
and Simon interference (stimulus–response conflict) are the most
dominant processes in the MSIT (Stins et al., 2005), with flanker inter-
ference being larger (based on longer RT) than interference due to spa-
tial stimulus–response incongruity (Bush et al., 2003; Stins et al., 2005).
Second, a relatively small portion of the older sample failed to perform
the task (5 out of 29). Although this could reflect misunderstanding
of the task (two elderly subjects did not press any button at all), one
cannot rule out the possibility that some older adults who failed to per-
form the task may not be able to successfully recruit the fronto-parietal
network that promoted interference resolution in the majority of the
older adults. Despite excluding outliers, there was still a considerable
amount of variance within each age group. Such inter-individual vari-
ability revealed by large CIs around the correlation matrixes may partly
reflect an insufficient number of subjects. Third, despite the usefulness
of PLS for the purpose of the present study (e.g. extracting twonetworks
differentially correlated with performance), it is worth nothing that
the SVDapproach utilized in PLSmay not capture true dependencies be-
tween the patterns (McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004). Moreover, PLS can
only extract patterns of brain activity that form a linear relation with
an experimental variable, behavioral measure, and/or activity from
ROIs. As such, PLS ignores non-linearities in the data. In addition, the
voxel-based morphometric (VBM) analysis carried out in this study
has inherit limitations such as inaccuracy in spatial normalization and
arbitrary choice for the size of the smoothing kernel (Bookstein,
2001). Fourth, the finding of age-related increases in functional connec-
tivity within a fronto-parietal network may appear inconsistent with
previous reports of age-related differences in functional connectivity
during executive control (Clapp et al., 2011; Nagel et al., 2011;
Rieckmann et al., 2012). The general pattern in these studies is that
older adults show decreased fronto-parietal connectivity, but increased
connectivity outside this network, particularly in contralateral pre-
frontal areas. However, in contrast to the aforementioned studies, we
focused on trial-to-trial interference resolution with no demands on
maintenance of relevant stimuli in working memory, and found in-
creased connectivity in DLPFC and ACC to posterior regions, and de-
creased connectivity within the frontal cortex in aging. An interesting
avenue for future research is to delineate how age-related differences
in functional connectivity may depend on the specific executive control
process targeted. Finally, the current findings of age-related functional
reorganization were based on cross-sectional data. Past research has
found marked differences in functional activation patterns in older age
(e.g. increased vs. decreased brain activity) for studies using cross-
sectional vs. longitudinal designs (Goh et al., 2013; Nyberg et al.,
2010). For instance, a recent study by Goh and colleagues suggested
that brain–behavior associations derived from cross-sectional designs
(typically interpreted as a compensatory mechanism) dissociated from
their longitudinal counterparts, particularly in the frontal cortex. How-
ever, another longitudinal study within the memory domain reported
age-related functional reorganization consistent with our observations
(Beason-Held et al., 2008). That said, future longitudinal studies are
required to substantiate the observed age-related functional reorganiza-
tion during interference resolution.

In summary, older adults were slower during both conditions of the
MSIT. In addition, the older adults were less accurate than the young
during the interference, but not the control, condition, suggesting
greater susceptibility to interference in aging. The neural networks
associated with accuracy differed across age. Specifically, networks
with dominant contributions of anterior vs. posterior brain regions pro-
moted good performance in younger and older adults, respectively.
Structural analysis revealed age-related gray-matter losses in those an-
terior regions linked to good interference resolution in the young group,
suggesting that the age-related functional reorganization may partly
reflect structural alterations in aging.
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